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Executive Summ~ 

The Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (EXISA) estab- 
lished funding standards and an insurance program to protect the bene- 
fits of about 30 million participants in over-l 10,000 single employer 
defined benefit pension plans. As of September 30,1986, the insurance 
program reported a deficit of $1.3 billion. The deficit was estimated to 
be about 84 billion in January 1987 primarily because plans of the bank- 
rupt LTV Corporation were terminated with unfunded benefits of about 
S 2 billion. 

The Single Employer Pension Plan Amendments Act, enacted in April 
1986, included provisions to improve the program’s financial condition. 
This report, requested by the Chairman, Subcommittee on Oversight, 
House Committee on Ways and Means, assesses the causes of large 
claims against the program and the potential effects of the 1986 amend- 
ments on the program. 

Background 
I 

I 

The funding standards require employers to contribute a minimum 
amount of money annually for their plans’ estimated current year cost 
and amounts needed to pay off unfunded liabilities, such as those 
arising from benefit increases for participants’ past service, which can 
be paid over specified periods-generally up to 30 years. The contribu- 
tions are due not later than 8-l/2 months after the end of the plan year 
they cover unless waived by the Internal Revenue Service (IRS), which 
enforces the standards. Unpaid contributions, however, generally come 
due upon plan termination. (See pp. 13 and 14.) 

The insurance program, administered by the Pension Benefit Guaranty 
Corporation (pm), generally guarantees the benefits of participants in 
terminated plans. Benefits not covered by plan assets represent an 
insurance claim that is to be financed by (1) collections from employers I 
causing the claims and (2) premiums paid by ongoing insured plans. (See 
pp. 8 and 9.) 

The amendments were designed to (1) prevent claims from plans termi- 
nated by employers that are not financially distressed, (2) increase 
claims recovery from financially distressed employers by raising their 
liability for unfunded benefits, and (3) raise program revenue by 
increasing the premium rate. (See pp. 20 and 21.) 
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Resirlts in Brief GAO found that $461 million (90 percent) of the program’s $601 million 
in claims during 1983-86 was caused by 23 employers terminating 33 
plans. Of these claims, 

. 70 percent resulted from the funding standards not requiring sufficient 
contributions to pay for the plans’ rising unfunded guaranteed benefits, 
in part due to numerous benefit increases within 6 years of termination, 
and 

l 30 percent resulted from required contributions not being paid before 
the plans were terminated. (See pp. 9,12, and 13.) 

Despite their positive effects, the 1986 amendments may not be enough 
to ensure the program’s long-term financial viability. If the amendments 
had been in place when the 23 employers terminated their plans, they 
could have prevented claims from a few of the employers who were not 
financially distressed and better financed the claims that did occur. 
However, the majority of the claims dollars came from plans terminated 
by financially distressed employers. (See ch. 3.) 

The 1086 amendments would not likely have resulted in a significant 
increase in PEW’S recovery of such claims because the employers were in 
bankruptcy proceedings and pm’s claims in such proceedings continue 
to have a low priority. Considering current and expected future condi- 
tions, the premium revenue generated under the amendments will not be 
enough to retire the program’s current deficit, much less pay for unre- 
coverable claims from future plan terminations. More importantly, PEW 

officials now expect the program to become insolvent within 16 years. 
(See ch. 3.) 

principal Findings 

Contributions Not 
Sufficient to Fund 
Increased Benefits 

I 

The unfunded benefits of the 33 terminated plans almost doubled during 
the 6 years before termination-growing from 5232 million to $461 mil- 
lion. Even if all the $262 million in contributions required during the 
period by the funding standards had been made to the 33 plans, they 
would still have been underfunded by $317 million. Benefit increases 
granted in 27 of the 33 plans in the 6 years before plan termination con- 
tributed to the rise in underfunding. The increases were generally being 
financed over the longest periods allowed by the funding standards and, 
in some cases, became effective while contributions were waived by IRS 
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or unpaid by employers. Because these increases were generally guaran- 
teed, they contributed to the claims against the insurance program. (See 
pp. 13 to 16.) 

Cofitri butions Not ?aid, The 23 employers made only about half of the $262 million in contribu- 
tions required during the S-year period. Of the 6 127 million in unpaid 
contributions, 45 percent represented amounts that were not yet due 
because the required payment date had not been reached before the 
plans terminated. About 32 percent of the unpaid contributions were 
overdue; IRS waived the requirements that another 23 percent be paid, 
(See pp. 16 to 19.) 

Prfjventing Claims 

l 
/ 

I 
/ 
j 

The 1986 amendments should help the program to the #extent that claims 
from employers that are not financially distressed are prevented. How- 
ever, 18 of the 23 employers with large claims in 1983Jr86 would likely 
have met the amendments’ distress standards and been allowed to ter- 
minate the plans because they were involved in bankruptcy proceedings 
or experiencing financial hardship. These employers accounted for 96 
percent of the group’s claims. (See pp. 20 and 21.) 

‘Raising 3mp oyer Aa bi ity Before the amendments, PBGC recovered or expected to recover 14 per- 
cent of the claims from the 23 employers terminating underfunded 
plans. The recovery was low because employers had little or no net 
worth and liability for claims was limited to a percentage of available 
net worth. Also, employers causing large claims were generally bank- 
rupt, and PBGC’S claims had a low priority (unsecured creditor status) in 
bankruptcy proceedings. (See pp. 21 and 22.) II I 

I 

The 1986 amendments, by raising employers’ liability to 76 percent of 
unfunded benefits, should increase PFSGC’S recoveries. However, a signifi- 
cant increase in recoveries appears doubtful if most employers termi- 
nating underfunded plans continue to be bankrupt. (See pp. 22 and 23.) 

Raising Revenue The 1986 amendments increased the annual premium rate from $2.60 to 
$8.60 per plan participant. The rate increase is projected to generate an 
average of $298 million in revenue to finance the program’s current and 
future costs. Due primarily to large claims from the LTV Corporation’s 
terminated plans, PEGC officials estimated in January 1987 that the def- 
icit was about $4 billion, three times the previously reported $1.3 billion. 
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Execntive Summary 

About 5446 million a year would be required to retire the newly esti- 
mated deficit over 16 years, and other program costs are projected 
between 5776 million and $1.6 billion annually. Under these conditions, 
an $8.60 premium rate is inadequate. Moreover, annual program benefit 
payments are expected to be 8660 million within the next 2 years, 
causing an asset drain that could render the program insolvent by 2002. 
(See pp. 23 and 24.) 

Matters for 
Consideration by the 
Con pess 

The Congress may wish to consider additional changes to enhance the 
program’s long-term financial viability. Such changes include 

raising minimum contribution requirements, 
requiring employers to make contribution payments sooner than 8-l/2 
months after year end, 
reducing guaranteed benefits, 
raising the priority of PEGC claims against employers in bankruptcy, and 
raising the premium rate again. (See p. 27.) 

Recommendations In light of the matters for congressional consideration, GAO is making no 
SpeCific recommendations to PBGC or IRS. 

Agency Comments PBGC substantially agreed with GAO’S analysis of the causes of large 
claims and the potential effects of the 1986 amendments on the insur- 
ance program. PJGC said that other changes, such as tightening the con- 
ditions under which funding waivers are granted, should also be 
considered for improving the program’s financial condition. (See 
app. II.) 

IRS expressed concern about the limited scope of GAO’S study. IRS com- 

mented that adequate information was not developed to (1) present a 
complete picture of the situation involving funding waivers or (2) make 
overall judgments about changes in the funding standards. Although 
GAO'S study did not include plans that received waivers and did not ter- 
minate, GAO believes that it is adequate to show the impact of waivers 
on claims incurred by the insurance program. Because the study covered 
90 percent of the fiscal year 1983-86 program claims, GAO believes that 
it affords a reasonable basis for suggesting that the Congress consider 
changing the funding standards. (See app. II and III, and pp. 29 and 30.) 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

A single employer defined benefit pension plan pays a specific retire- 
ment benefit, generally determinable in advance by a formula, to 
employees of the employer sponsoring the plan. The Employee Retire- 
ment Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA) established funding standards 
and an insurance program to help ensure that employees and their bene- 
ficiaries (participants) receive their earned benefits. The program 
covers about 110,000 plans with about 30 million participants. 

The funding standards require employers to contribute minimum 
amounts annually to their plans unless they receive a contribution 
waiver from the Internal Revenue Service (IRS), which enforces the stan- 
dards. The insurance program, which is administered by the Pension 
Benefit Guaranty Corporation (PBGC), guarantees, within certain limits, 
participants’ vested benefits at plan termination.1 When plan assets are 
not sufficient to cover guaranteed benefits, PEGC assumes responsibility 
for paying these benefits by becoming plan trustee. Such unfunded but 
guaranteed benefits are counted as a claim against the program at the 
time that the liability is assumed by PFGC. 

Program’s Claims 
Experience 

PBCX’S data show that, during the program’s first 11 years (19’76~8S), 
922 employers terminated 1,116 pension plans that did not have enough 
assets to pay guaranteed benefits to about 160,000 insured participants, 
Claims from these plans totaled about $1.3 billion. By contrast, about 
67,000 plans terminated during this period with enough assets to pay 
guaranteed benefits. 

As shown in figure 1 .l, annual program claims from 1976 through 1986 
varied in size-from a low of $32 million in fiscal year 1977 to a high of 
about $296 million in 1982. However, the trend in the annual amount of 
claims was increasing during the period, with about 64 percent of total I 
claims occurring in fiscal years 1982-86. 

‘ERISA requires plans to provide that participants will, after meeting certain reqcurements, retain a 
nonforfeitable right to the benefits they have earned even If they termmate employment with the 
plan sponsor before retirement. Such nonforfeltable benefits are called vested benefits 
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Figure jl .I: Insurance Program Claims 
(Fiscal years 1975-85) 
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Our analysis of PBGC’S data showed that, during fiscal years 1983-86, 
206 employers terminated 241 underfunded plans, leading to claims of 
about 8601 million. Table 1.1 shows the breakdown of this group. 

Table 1.1: Size of Insurance Claims by 
Em 

& 
layers and Claims Amount Dollars in mllhons 

(19 -85) Employers Claims 
Claim size Number Percent Amount Percent 
Over $25 milhon 5 2 $362 6 72 
Over $2 million to $25 milhon 18 9 87 9 18 
$2 mlhon or less 182 89 50 8 10 
Total 205 100 $501.3 100 1 

Program’s Financial 
Condition 

Claims dollars that are not recoverable from employers terminating 
plans are considered to be net claims (losses), which must be financed 
by premiums paid to PBGC by ongoing insured plans. Since its inception, 
the program has operated at a deficit; that is, its losses and admmistra- 
tive costs have exceeded premiums paid. As of September 30,1986, the 
program reported a deficit of $1.3 billion (liabilities of S2.7 billion minus 
assets of $1.4 billion), including a liability for a pending claim of over 
$400 million for plans that were later terminated by the Wheeling- 
Pittsburgh Steel Corporation in November 1986. 
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During 1985, PBGK: estimated that, initially, premium income and invest- 
ment return would be enough to cover the program’s annual costs-ben- 
efit payments to participants and administrative expenses. Eventually, 
however, program costs were expected to exceed income and drain pro- 
gram assets. PBGC estimated that, by the year 2002, the program would 
be insolvent-not have enough assets to pay annual program costs-if 
the then premium rate of $2.60 was not increased. 

PMC proposed legislative actions, including a premium rate increase, to 
improve the program’s financial condition. The Single Employer Pension 
Plan Amendments Act of 1986 (SEPPAA), enacted April !,1986, included 
provisions similar to those proposed by PBGC. As discussed in chapter 3, 
however, the insurance program’s financial condition has weakened fur- 
ther since SEPPAA’S enactment. 

Objectives, Scope, and On February 12,1986, the Chairman of the Subcommittee on Oversight, 

Methodology 
I 

House Committee on Ways and Means, asked us to provide information 
on the extent of plan underfunding and causes of large insurance claims 
from plan terminations. On June 24, 1986, we testified on these subjects 
,,,during a hearing held by the Subcommittees on Oversight and Social 
Security. In a report entitled Pensions: Plans With Unfunded Benefits 

) 
/’ ’ (GAO/HRD-87-16BR, Oct. 22,1986), we gave the Chairman of the Subcom- 

mittee on Oversight more detailed information on the extent of plan 
underfunding in ongoing plans. 

As agreed with the Subcommittee, this report primarily provides more 
detailed information related to (1) the causes of 23 employers’ large 
claims2 (over $2 million) during fiscal years 1983-86 and (2) the poten- 
tial effects of SEPPAA on claims and their financing. These employers, as 
noted in table 1.1, accounted for 90 percent of the claims dollars by ter- 
minating plans between 1983 and 1986. Our audit worI< was primarily 
done between February and September 1986, 

To identify the causes of large claims, we interviewed officials of PEKX 

and IRS and reviewed data maintained by these agencies on the 33 plans 
terminated by the 23 employers. We also reviewed pension plan reports 
filed by plan administrators with the Department of Labor. Where 
appropriate, we interviewed plan representatives (primarily actuaries) 

2For purporw?s of this study, we considered all plans terminated by an employer to be a single claim 
The 23 employers terminated a total of 33 plans Appenti I contains descnptive information on the 
36,000 participants in the 33 plans. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 

and requested plan records that were not available at the government 
agencies. Our analysis of plan data was limited to the F&year period 
before the plans terminated because earlier data were generally not 
available. 

Because SEPPAA was enacted so recently, sufficient time had not elapsed 
to measure its effects on the insurance program. Therefore, we used the 
data collected on the large claims from the 23 employers, along with 
other available information, to get an indication of the potential effects 
of selected major provisions. Our analysis was based on a comparison of 
what happened before SEPPAA and what might have happened if the act 
had been in effect when the large claims occurred. 

To ensure compliance with the disclosure provisions of the Internal Rev- 
enue Code, we have not identified, by name, the 23 employers in this 
report. We do, however, identify three other employers who terminated 
large underfunded plans in fiscal years 1986 and 1987 because the 
information discussed in this report on their terminations is publicly 
available and thereby not covered by the disclosure provisions. This 
review was performed in accordance with generally accepted govern- 
ment auditing standards. 
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Our review of the 33 terminated plans that caused 90 percent of the 
claims dollars against the insurance program during fiscal years 1983-86 
showed that their unfunded benefits almost doubled during the 6 years 
before termination.’ As shown in table 2.1,44 percent of the plans’ total 
vested and generally guaranteed benefits were unfunded at the start of 
the period. At termination, the plans’ guaranteed benefits were 66 per- 
cent unfunded. 

Table 2.1: Plane’ Funded Statur at 
Termtnatlon Compared to 8 Years 
Beiore l’ermlnstlon 

Dollars in mlllions 

Funding etetue 
Unfunded 

~- 
Five years before 

termination 
Amount Percent 

$232 3 44 

At termination 
Amount Percent 

$450 5 66 
Funded 298 1 56 227 7 34 
Total beneflt lleblllty $530.4 100 $678.2 100 

Of the $461 million in unfunded guaranteed benefits at termination, 
about 

. $317 million (70 percent) resulted from minimum contributions per- 
mitted by the funding standards being insufficient to p&y for the plans’ 
rising unfunded benefits by the time they terminated, and 

l $134 million (about 30 percent) resulted from minimum contributions 
computed under the funding standards not being paid at plan 
termination. 

We identified several factors contributing to the increased underfunding 
during the 6 years before termination2 Although we were not able to 
quantify the dollar effect of all of the factors, we believe that each con- 
tributed significantly to the underfunding of the 33 plans. We noted, for 
example, that the plans were frequently amended to increase benefits I 
during the 6 years before termination and most of the increases were 
guaranteed by the insurance program at plan termination. Moreover, of 
the unpaid minimum contributions at termination, more than half repre- 
sented those that were overdue (32 percent) and those that had been 

‘The funded status at termmation is baaed on PBGC’s valuatron of the plans’ assets and guaranteed 
vested benefits. The funded status 5 years before termination comes from plan reported figures that 
were mostly baaed on long-term interest rates lower than the rates available when the plans actually 
terminated. To make the two sets of figures comparable, we recalculated the plans’ reported vested 
benefits at PBGC interest rates available at plan termination 

20ur analysis of the 33 plans showed that the decrease in funds from $298 1 nullion to $227 7 million 
was caused primarily by the decline in employer contributions while benefit payments to retirees 
continued. 
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waived by IRS (23 percent). The remainder (46 percent) represented con- 
tributions for plan periods just before termination that came due as a 
result of termination. 

, 

Fbn,ding Standards and IBISA’s funding standards require an employer to make annual minimum 

Guhmteed Benefits 
contributions to a plan based on one of several funding methods and on 
assumptions concerning future plan costs. The funding method deter- 
mines how contributions needed to pay for a plan’s benefits will be 
spread over future years. Assumptions about mortality rates, employee 
turnover, compensation levels, and investment earnings are used to pro- 
ject plan assets and benefits. 

An employer’s minimum contribution generally includes a plan’s esti- 
mated (1) current year costs and (2) amounts needed to pay off its 
unfunded liabilities over specified future periods. Unfunded liabilities 
arise when benefit improvements are granted to working participants 
for their past service or to retirees (e.g., cost-of-living increases), when 
assumptions are changed, or when plan experience differs from that 
anticipated. Increases in unfunded liabilities caused by assumption 
changes and unanticipated experience can generally be paid off under 
the funding standards over maximum periods of 30 and 16 years, 
respectively. 

Unfunded liabilities caused by past service benefit improvements can 
aIso be paid over 30 years. This long-time financing provides an incen- 
tive for employers to establish and maintain defined beriefit pension 
plans and to provide benefit increases that might not otherwise be 
affordable. 

Under ERISA and IJ$S regulations, employers are not required to make 
annual contributions until 8-l/2 months after the end of the plan year. 
If a plan terminates, however, unpaid contributions generally come due 
as of the termination date. An employer may request and IRS may 
authohe a waiver of all or part of the required annual #ontribution if 
(1) the payment cannot be made without the employer incurring a sub- 
stantial hardship, and (2) the waiver is in the best interests of plan par- 
ticipants (e.g., the waiver may allow the employer and the plan to 
continue). Waivers are not permitted for more than 6 of any consecutive 
16 years. Amounts waived must be repaid within 16 yeqrs. 

The insurance program guarantees participants’ vested benefits at ter- 
mination within certain limits. Benefit increases within 1 year of plan 
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termination are not insured, Increases in effect for longer than 1 year 
but less than 6 years are phased in at a rate of 20 percent of the increase 
or $20 of monthly benefit, whichever is greater, for each additional year 
that the increase has been in effect. Generally, all benefit increases are 
fully insured after 6 years. 

Required Contributions The minimum funding standards were designed to provide reasonable 

Insufficient to Fund assurance that an ongoing pension plan will systematically accumulate 
sufficient assets to pay benefits to participants and their beneficiaries 

Gui;lsm&d bnefits at as they come due. The standards do not, however, assure that a plan’s 

Tehination vested (generally guaranteed) benefits will be fully funded in the event 
of plan termination. Furthermore, the standards do not prohibit a plan’s 
unfunded vested benefits from growing over time. 

The information available on the 33 plans terminated by the 23 
employers indicated that, although almost all minimum contributions 
had been paid by employers as of 6 years before plan termination, the 
plans’ vested benefits were underfunded at that time by a total of $232 
million. Further, even if all of the additional S262 million in contribu- 
tions required for the subsequent 6 years had been paid, the plans 
would still have been underfunded at termination by about 8317 mil- 
lion-a 37-percent increase in unfunded benefits during the period. 

A plan may operate with large unfunded vested benefits for a variety of 
reasons even though minimum contribution requirements computed 
under the funding standards are being met, Some funding methods, for 
instance, result in slower asset accumulation than others. Unfunded ben- 
efits may also arise when a plan’s actual experience is less favorable 
than previously assumed (e.g., earnings from investments may be lower 
than anticipated). Further, benefit improvements can cause 4 
underfunding because vested benefits are increased immediately while 
their funding can be spread over future plan years. These improvements 
include both plan amendments raising benefits for participants’ past ser- 
vice and salary increases in plans with salary-based benefit formulas. 

Another source of underfunding occurs in plans that provide special 
supplemental benefits-frequently called shutdown benefits-in the 
event of plant closings. According to PBGC, these benefits generally are 
not prefunded but may be insured by the insurance program. 
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We generally could not identify or precisely quantify the extent to 
which each of these reasons contributed to plan underfunding at termi- 
nation because of the limited historical plan funding and participant 
information available on the 33 plans covered by our review. We found 
indications, however, that benefit improvements during the 6 years 
before plan termination contributed significantly to increased plan 
underfunding. 

The gradual funding of benefit improvements is not a major concern as 
long as plans continue. However, such funding of increases can produce 
larger insurance claims if contributions are not sufficient to pay for the 
increases by the time plans terminate. 

In this regard, we found that 27 of the 33 plans were amended to 
increase benefits during the 6 years before their termination and most of 
the increases were guaranteed at termination.3 Benefits were increased 
in 16 of the plans three or more times during the period, and increases in 
17 plans became effective while contributions were waived or unpaid. 
Also, when employers made contributions in the 6 years before plan ter- 
mination, most contributed at the minimum levels required under the 
funding standards. Therefore, even when required contributions were 
being made in full, the plans’ unfunded benefit liabilities, including 
those resulting from benefit increases, were being funded over the 
longest periods allowed by the funding standards. 

Required Contributions 
Unpaid at Termination 

As figure 2.1 shows, the percentage of minimum annual contributions 
determined under the funding standards that were paid to the 33 plans 
by the 23 employers sponsoring them declined significantly during the 6 
years before their termination. These unpaid contributions caused $134 
million (about 30 percent) of the plans’ $461 million in claims against 
the insurance program. 

30f the @ix plans that were not amended to increase benefits, three had salary-based heneflt formulas. 
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Mlnlwium Contrlbutlon~ to 33 Plan8 
Withl$ Ii Yean 01 Plan Tbrmlnatlon 100 Percent of Mlnlmum Contrlbutlon 

4 3 2 1 0 

Number of Yeam Before Plan6 Were Terminated 

The $134 million consisted of $127 million in unpaid contributions by 20 
employers sponsoring 30 of the plans and about $7 million in interest on 
the unpaid amounts. The $127 million represented about 64 percent of 
the $236 million in total contributions required from these 20 employers 
for the S-year period. 

As figure 2.2 shows, overdue contributions and contributions that had 
been waived by IRS accounted for significant percentages of the IF 127 
million in unpaid contributions. Contributions that wer 3 not due before 
termination, but became due because of termination, accounted for the 
most significant percentage and amount-46 percent and about $67 
million. 
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Figure 2.2: Caures of Unpald Minimum 
Contribution8 at Plan Termination 
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Unpaid Contributions Not 
Due Until Termination 

Of the 30 plans with unpaid contributions at termination, all had contri- 
butions that did not become due until termination. These unpaid 
amounts totaled about $67 million. The 20 sponsoring employers owed 
S36.4 million to the 30 plans for the partial year of termination. Twelve 
of the employers also owed S21.6 million in contributions to 17 plans for 
the prior year. These contributions had not come due because the plans 
were terminated before the required payment date--&l/2 months after 
the end of the plan year. 

The unpaid contributions covered an average of 14 months of plans’ 
operations, ranging from 1 month to 20 months. The 20 employers owed 
contributions at plan termination ranging from S94,OOO to S24.4 million. 

For example, an employer terminated a plan in July 1986 without 
making a 816.6 million contribution for plan year 1984, which ended on 
December 31,1984. (The contribution was not due until September 16, 
1986.) Also, an 58.8 million contribution for the first 7 months of plan 
year 1986 came due at plan termination. As a result, the employer at 
termination owed 824.4 million in contributions and S 1.1 million in 
interest on the unpaid contributions for the prior 19-month period. 
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Ze&urecl Contra mtmna Not At the termination of 21 plans sponsored by 12 employers, $41 million 
Wawed or Paid in unpaid contributions were overdue because the 8-l/2-month period 

had elapsed. The contributions were overdue by an average of about 14 
months at plan termination. Nine of the employers had requested 
waivers on some or all of the contributions, but some requests were later 
withdrawn and IRS had denied or not yet reached a final decision on the 
other requests by the time the plans were terminated. The other three 
employers had not requested waivers for $7.4 million in unpaid required 
contributions.4 The 12 employers included: 

l An employer who requested a waiver for $6 million in contributions for 
two plans’ previous plan year of operation on the last day of the 8-l/2 
months after the end of the year. The plans were terminated shortly 
after ms denied the waiver request. 

l An employer who did not make required contributions for 2 consecutive 
plan years. The employer did not request a waiver for either year, 
according to IRS records, and the plan was eventually terminated with 
$6.4 million in unpaid required contributions for the 2’years. 

P tans ’ Yern-tinated Before Nine employers had about $29 million in unpaid waived contributions to 
Wqived Contributions Were 16 plans at termination. IRS had approved waivers for these employers’ 

Repaid contributions ranging from $316,000 to $8,3 million. Four employers 

I 
received waivers for a single plan year, while five employers received 
them for 2 ylears or more. Each employer was required to repay the 
waived amounts with interest over a l&year period. When the plans 
later terminated, unpaid amounts, except for $800,009 for two 
employers, came due immediately based on agreements reached between 
IRS and the employers as a condition of waiver approval, Such an agree- 
ment was not included in the waiver approvals for the two employers 
because IRS did not believe such a condition was needed at that time. 
Eight employers made partial payments before terminating their plans. I 
The original amounts waived for these eight employers were not 
reduced at plan termination because of interest charges on the waived 
contributions. The nine employers included: 

l an employer who received waivers for $6.1 million in minimum contri- 
butions owed to two plans for the years 1981 and 1982. After a few 
payments, the employer ceased all contributions. When the plans were 

4The scope of our review did not cover the cna.unstances surrounding the overdue contributions 
However, we plan to review pension contribution requirementi and IRS’s a&Wstration of them in a 
later study. 
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terminated in 1986, the unpaid contributions had grown with interest to 
$6.8 million and accounted for 22 percent of the plans’ underfunding of 
$31 million, 

l an employer who received a waiver for $316,000 for a single plan year. 
The employer terminated the plan shortly after the waiver was 
approved and did not make a payment. The waived amount with 
interest accounted for 10 percent of the plan’s $3.8 million underfunding 
at termination. 
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Potential Effects of 1986 Amendments on I 
Program’s Cla;ims and l?inmcing 

As of 8eptember 30,1986, the insurance program had a S1.3 billion def- 
ieit, Based on preliminary data, program officials have estimated that 
the deficit would be at least $1,8 billion at the end of fiscal year 1986. 
As of January 1987, the deficit was estimated to be about S4 billion pri- 
marily because three plans of the LTV Corporation were terminated 
with estimated claims of about S2 billion. 

A major objective of SEPPAA was to strengthen the insurance program’s 
financial condition. SEPPAA included provisions designed to (1) prevent 
claims from plans terminated by employers who are not financially dis- 
tressed, (2) increase recovery of claims from distressed employers by 
raising their liability for unfunded benefits, and (3) raise premium rev- 
enue by increasing the premium rate paid by ongoing plans. 

These amendments should help prevent claims from some underfunded 
plans and better finance claims that do occur. However, these positive 
effec29 may not be enough to ensure the program’s longterm financial 
viability. Most of the claims dollars during fiscal years !983-86 came 
from financially distressed employers, and PBGC expects the recovery of 
claims from such employers to continue to be low, even with SEPPAA’S 

increased employer liability. FIuthermore, considering current and 
expected future conditions, the higher premium revenues will not be 
adequate to retire the program’s current deficit, much less pay for 
future program costs. 

Preventing Claims Before S~PAA, any employer could cause a claim against the program by 

From Nondistressed 
voluntarily terminating an underfunded plan. Now, employers can ter- 
minate underfunded plans only if they 

Employers 
0 are in bankruptcy liquidation or reorganization, or other insolvency pro- 

I ceedings, and have court approval of the termination; 
. do not have the ability to pay debts and continue in business; or I 
9 have unreasonably burdensome pension costs due to a beclining work 

force. 

These standards should help the program prevent claims from 
employers who are not financially distressed. However, large claims in 
the past have primarily come from financially distressed employers. 
Should this trend continue, SEPPAA’s provisions may not result in signifi- 
cantly lower claims. 
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As table 3.1 shows, 17 of the 23 employers with large claims in 1983-86 
would have met the distress standards because they were involved in 
bankruptcy proceedings. These employers’ plans accounted for $268 
million (67 percent) of the total $461 million in claims from plans termi- 
nated by the 23 employers. Further, about 90 percent of the remaining 
$192 million in claims from the nonbankrupt employers was caused by 
one employer who may have met the standards if they had been in 
effect at the time of plan termination. According to information pro- 
vided to PEGC by the employer, it had a declining work force and a 
highly questionable ability to continue to pay debts and meet pension 
obligations. In total, these 18 employers’ claims accounted for $431 mil- 
lion (96 percent) of the $461 million in claims. 

Table 311: Operating Condltlon of 
Employbrr Causing Large Program 
Claims 1983-85) 

Dollan in millions - 

Operating condltlon 
%xganlzatlon in bankruptcy 
Liquidation In ba;kruptcy 
Ongoing 
Out-of-business 
Total 

- Employers Claims 
Number Percent Ambunt Percent 

14 61 $233 7 52 
3 13 124.7 5 
4 17 187 1 42 
2 9 50 1 

23 100 SiO.5 100 

Raising Employer 
Liability for Claims 

Before SEPPAA, PBGC as an unsecured creditor could seek to recover any 
unpaid contributions from an employer at plan termination. Recovery 
could also be sought for any remaining claim, but was limited to 30 per- 
cent of the employer’s net worth. 

As shown by figure 3.1, as of January 1986, PEJGC had recovered or 
expected to recover 14 percent ($64 million) of the total claims of $461 
million from the 23 employers. This relatively small recovery amount 
was the result of unpaid contributions having a low priority (unsecured 
creditor status) in bankruptcy proceedings, employer liability being lim- 
ited to 30 percent of net worth, and employers generally having little or 
no net worth. As discussed above, over half of the $461 million in claims 
came from 17 employers who had filed for bankruptcy. 
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Flguti 3.1: Flnsnclng 01 large CMma 
Throygh Recovwler From ECmployen 
Twmlnatlng Underfunded Plrnr md 
From Premium Rsvw~u~ (1983-85) 

Total Claims Were $451 MUllon 

Employer recovenes 

86% - - Premium revenue 

After SEPPAA, PBGC can still seek to recover any unpaid,contributions. 
SEPPAA authorizes PBGC to recover, as a general (unsecured) creditor, up 
to 76 percent of a terminated plan’s underfunding, even if it exceeds 30 
percent of the employer’s net worth. The act also authorizes IRS to 
require that employers provide security as a condition of waiver 
approval for plan contributions accumulating to $2 million or more.’ 
These changes may help PBGC recover waived contributions from some 
employers. However, a significant increase in recoveries of any 
remaining claims from employers in bankruptcy proceedings appears 
doubtful. 

We found that 3 of the 23 employers causing large claims during 1983- 
86 each obtained waivers for $2 million or more. If SEI%U had been in I 
effect, IRS could have required them to provide securitk for these 
waivers, which totaled $16.3 million. According to PBGC officials, recov- 
eries for secured creditors can generally be expected to be at or near the 
full amount claimed, However, full recovery from the !3 employers 
would have accounted for only about 4 percent of the $461 million in 
total claims from the plans terminated by the 23 employers. 

‘Before SEPPAA, IRS was not precluded under its general authority from r uiring employers to 
provide eecurity as a waiver condition, but according to IRS, it had done 90 k nly once. 
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alapter 2 
Potantial Effecta of 1986 Amesuhnenta on 
Frogram’r c%linw and lmaming 

PEKE expects a low recovery rate from employers even with SEPPAA’S 
increased employer liability. In this regard, the executive director of 
FXK, in June 1986, stated that “. . . although the PBGC can, in theory, 
recover some of its losses from plan sponsors, most of our claims have 
only unsecured creditor status in bankruptcy. Consequently, our claims 
are worth only about 7 to 16 cents on the dollar.” We can understand 
why the expected recovery rate remains low. Although the employer lia- 
bility for termination underfunding was increased by SEPPAA, claims 
filed by PBGC for unfunded guaranteed benefits continue to have a low 
priority (unsecured creditor) in the order of distribution of employers’ 
assets, which are likely to be limited in bankruptcy proceedings. 

Raising Premium 
Rtwe’nue 

ERMA initially authorized an annual premium of $1 .OO per participant in 
insured plans to pay claims not recovered from employers who termi- 
nated underfunded plans. The premium rate was raised to 52.60 for 
plan years beginning in 1978. SEPPAA increased the rate to $8.60, effec- 
tive January 1, 1986. 

Based on PBGC’S estimate of the number of participants covered by the 
insurance program, the $8.60 rate should on the average generate about 
$298 million in revenue annually over 16 years. This represents an addi- 
tional $207 million over the projected revenue at the $2.60 premium 
rate. 

Despite this tripling of revenue, the program’s financial condition is 
expected to continue to weaken because of recent claims experience and 
expected low recoveries from financially distressed employers. As of 
September 30, 1986, the program had reported a deficit of $1.3 billion, 
which included a liability for a pending claim of over $400 million for 
plans later terminated by the Wheeling-Pittsburgh Steel Corporation, 

In November 1986, PBGC officials advised us that, based on preliminary 
data, the program’s estimated deficit, as of September 30, 1986, should 
be at least 511.8 billion. Over half of the $600 million increase from the 
prior year represented claims from underfunded plans terminated by 
two bankrupt employers, the LTV and Continental Steel Corporations. In 
January 1987, three other LTV plans that were underfunded by an esti- 
mated $2 billion were terminated. Taking these terminations into 
account, PBGC estimated that its deficit increased to about 54 billion. 

Although the $8.60 premium was enacted less than a year ago, PEQC offi- 
cials now estimate that premium revenues will not be adequate to retire 
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the single employer program’s existing deficit, much less pay for future 
program claims and administrative expenses. We estimate that annual 
premium revenues of 5446 million would be needed to retire a $4 billion 
deficit over 16 years at PBGC’S current interest rates. Projected annual 
premium revenues, however, are only $298 million, or 33 percent less 
than $446 million. Further, additional revenues would be needed to pay 
future claims and the program’s administrative expenses, which by 
PBWS most recent forecasts could range between 8775 million and $1.6 
billion annually. 

The program’s deficit has not affected PBGC’S immediate ability to pay 
pensions to retired participants in terminated plans because assets 
received from such plans and revenues from premiums and investments 
have, so far, exceeded such payments. However, PBGC expects benefit 
payments to retired participants of recently terminated plans to raise 
the program’s total payments from $270 million in fiscal year 1986 to 
over $660 million within the next 2 years. Considering the projected 
$298 million in annual premium revenues, this large increase in benefit 
payments would cause a significant drain on the program’s assets. 

PRQC officials expect that the asset drain could cause the insurance pro- 
gram not to have enough money to pay annual program costs (become 
insolvent) in 16 years. In 1986, PBGC similarly estimated that the pro- 
gram would become insolvent in 2001. However, at that time, the pre- 
mium rate was $2.60 and the deficit was $462 million as of September 
30, 1984. As a result, the administration is developing additional legisla- 
tive proposals to improve the program’s financial condition, including 
the charging of higher premiums to employers that do not adequately 
fund their plans. 
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Chapter 4 

Cqmclusions and Matters for Consideration ‘by 
the Congress I 

Ckwlusions The insurance program’s increasing deficit was caused by (1) an 
increasing trend in claim amounts since the program’s inception, (2) low 
recoveries from employers causing the claims, and (3) inadequate pre- 
mium revenue from ongoing plans. 

In recent years, most of the claims have been caused by a relatively few 
employers terminating underfunded plans. During fiscal years 1983-86, 
the large claim amounts resulted primarily from the federal funding 
standards not requiring sufficient contributions to pay for the plans’ 
unfunded benefits by the time they were terminated. 

There are indications that frequent benefit increases during the 6 years 
before plan termination contributed significantly to the plans’ 
underfunding. The benefit improvements were generally guaranteed by 
the insurance program. However, they were also typically being 
financed over the longest periods allowed by the funding standards and, 
in some cases, became effective while contributions were waived or 
unpaid. 

Large claims also resulted from employers not making minimum annual 
contributions required under the funding standards in the years leading 
up to plan termination. Significant percentages of the unpaid contribu- 
tions either were overdue or had been waived by IRS. Almost half, how- 
ever, represented contributions covering an average of over a year of 
plan operations that were not yet due because the payment deadline (8- 
1/2 months after the end of a plan year) came after plan termination. 

Recovery of claims from the employers causing them was low because 
employer liability was limited to a percentage of their net worth, and the 
employers typically had little or no net worth and were financially dis- 
tressed-i.e., in bankruptcy reorganization or liquidation proceedings. 1 

SEPPAA, enacted in April 1986, included provisions tha,t should help pre- 
vent some claims and better finance claims that do occur. As designed, 
the provisions should (1) prevent claims from employers who are not 
financially distressed by prohibiting them from terminating their 
underfunded plans, (2) increase somewhat the recovery of claims from 
distressed employers by raising their liability for unfunded benefits, and 
(3) more than triple premium revenues by increasing the annual pre- 
mium rate from S2.60 to S8.60 per plan participant. 

However, in January 1987, PEKX officials estimated that the program’s 
deficit had increased to about $4 billion-a considerable increase over 
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the $1.3 billion deficit reported as of September 30, 1986. The rise in the 
deficit was mostly the result of large unrecoverable claims from one 
financially distressed employer. As an unsecured creditor, PBGC expects 
its recovery of claims from financially distressed employers to continue 
to be low. Furthermore, considering current and expected future condi- 
tions, the higher premium revenue generated under SEPPW will not be 
enough to retire the program’s deficit, much less unrecoverable claims 
from future plan terminations. Also, PBGC estimates that the insurance 
program will not have enough assets to pay annual benefits and admin- 
istrative costs in 15 years. 

Because SEPPAA’S positive steps may not be enough to ensure the pro- 
gram’s long-term financial viability, further changes may’ be needed to 
control program claims and finance those that do occur. 

Mat&m? for Given the uncertainties associated with the long-term effects of SWPAA 

Consideration by the 
on the program’s financial condition, the Congress may wish to consider 
additional changes to enhance the program’s financial viability. To help 

Con$ress control potential claims against the program, such changes could include 

l raising the minimum contribution requirements to reduce plans’ 
unfunded benefits; 

l requiring employers to make contribution payments to their plans 
sooner than 8-l/2 months after a plan year ends; and 

l reducing benefits guaranteed by the program, e.g., eliminating coverage 
of any benefit improvements that become effective within 6 years of 
plan termination. 

To enhance the financing of claims that do occur, possible changes 
include 

l raising the priority of PBGC’S claims against employers that are in bank- 
ruptcy proceedings and 

. raising the premium rate again to provide the revenue needed to retire 
the program’s deficit and pay for projected unrecoverable claims. 

I 

Exhples of Potential Changes designed to improve the program’s financial con/dition can 

Effects of Suggested 
Changes 

directly or indirectly affect employers, plan participants, the federal 
government, and other private companies. For example, raising the min- 
imum contribution requirements directly affects employers that would 
have to increase their annual contributions. The impact of such a change 
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- --- ___-- 
on individual employers would depend on the extent of the increased 
contributions. Further, such a change could affect participants because 
it may encourage some employers to hold down pension costs by 
reducing or eliminating future benefit increases. 

Table 4,l provides additional examples of how our suggested changes 
could affect different parties. 

Tab @ 4.1: Examples of Potrntlal Effect8 of Biuggwted Changes 

$uw$d Potential effects of changes on 
Employer-r Plan participants Other -- . ..* --_- --- --*-_---- -~ 

Rari Hrgher annual costs for some Lower pensions than may otherwrse be Because contnbutrons are tax 
mrnrmum employers, which reduce money provided If employers decide to slow or deductrble, government tax revenue 
conjnbutron avarlable for their other business stop benefit Increases to reduce plan could (1) increase if terminations occur 
requirements actrvrtres costs wrthout an increase in other deductrble 

expenses, or (2) decrease if employers 
/ Mrnrmrze premium rate requirements for Loss of defined benefit pension 
I ongoing insured plans because of coverage If hr her costs encoura 

increase contributions without reducing 

7 8 
e other deductible expenses 

/ better iunded plans employers to erminate plans-o set to 

I%{ lrs 1 

some extent by higher wages _ _ __- __ _ _--__---~ ~- 
Reduced flexibility for financing other 

con ributrons business activities 
to be made 
sooner than Increase requests for mrnrmum funding 
8-l/2 months warvers. 
after plan 
year end. Minimize premrum requirements _ -_ _I ------__-- 
Reduce More pressure to grant higher wages Lower pensrons If underfunded plans 
guaranteed rather than higher pension benefits terminate 
bensfrts dunng collectrve bargainrng 

Mrnrmrze premium requirements 
Hrgher wages rather than increased 
oensron benefits in ongoing plans 
oecause of collective bargaining trade- 
offs _I 

f$sis 
-- _(-_--_ _l_-----l-~ I_- 

8 
t;lo;Ity Limit abilrt 

restricted oan covenants, especially r 
to borrow money due to Lower pensions than may otherwise be Lower private lenders’ and creditors 

provided or loss of defined benefit recoveries from bankrupt employers 
claims in 
bankruptcy 

during periods of financial distress pension coverage depending on 
employer’s ability to borrow money I 

proceedings Mrnrmrze premium requirements - _-__l__---_ - ------ --- - 
Raise the Higher pension costs for employers Same as changes to contnbutrons 
premium sponsoring ongoing plans 
rata 

Encouraae termrnatrons 

Agency Comments and In a February 18, 1987, letter commenting on a draft of this report (see 

Our Evaluation 
app. II), PBGC’S executive director expressed substantial agreement with 
our analysis of the causes of large claims against and the potential 
effects of SEPPAA on the insurance program. She stated that strengthened 
funding standards are essential to the program’s longcrun viability and 
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that accelerated funding is needed for existing unfunded liabilities as 
well 8s for future benefit increases. Also, on February 19, 1987, the 
administration unveiled a proposal to strengthen the funding standards 
to protect plan participants’ benefits as well as the insurance program. 

In a letter dated February 27,1987 (see app. III), the commissioner of 
1~9 commented that our study wa3 limited in scope and did not address 
funding standards from any perspective other than PFBC’S financial via- 
bility. He said that our analysis did not provide information sufficient to 
make overall Judgments or recommendations about changes in the 
funding standards, 

Our analysis, which covered plans causing 90 percent of the claims 
against the insurance program during fiscal years 1983-86, showed that 
$317 million (70 percent) of the claims resulted from insufficient contri- 
butions permitted by the funding standards. We believe our analysis 
demonstrates that changes in the funding standards could strengthen 
the program’s financial condition and merit congressional consideration, 
We agree that the scope of the study was not sufficient to make specific 
recommendations about funding standard changes and, as a result, we 
are not making recommendations. 

The executive director of PFSGC stated that, although our report points 
out problems caused by minimum funding waivers, it does not cite pos- 
sible corrective actions as a matter for congressional consideration. She 
commented that the conditions under which funding waivers are 
granted should be tightened considerably. The commissioner of IRS 

stated that the report, although correctly pointing out that many insuf- 
ficient plans were granted waivers, may not present a complete picture 
of the situation. He said that more information is needed + assess the 
impact of waivers on the PBGC deficit and overall funding policy. 

The executive director said that funding waivers can defeat the purpose 
of the funding standards. However, we are not making any recommen- 
dations because, as noted by the commissioner, more information than 
provided by our analysis, which did not include plans that received 
waivers and did not terminate, is needed to determine whether specific 
changes are needed in the funding waiver process to protect the pro- 
gram’s financial viability. 

According to the executive director, shutdown benefits provide a form 
of supplemental unemployment compensation to plan participants until 
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they become eligible for social security, but most plans make no provi- 
sion to fund the benefits before a shutdown. She said that such benefits 
can immediately double or triple a participant’s benefit at the moment a 
shutdown occurs, resulting in plan assets being consumed faster than 
contemplated. 

The executive director commented that shutdown and other contingent 
benefits that have become a major factor affecting PBGC’S financial con- 
dition were not addressed in our draft report. She suggested that one 
option would be to explore arrangements that could lead to better 
funding of shutdown benefits. The report has been revised to recognize 
that the payment of shutdown benefits can contribute to claims against 
the insurance program. However, we do not address the matter in the 
report in detail because of the limited data available on the plans cov- 
ered by our review for measuring the impact of shutdown benefits on 
the insurance program. 

The report suggests that the Congress might want to consider increasing 
the program’s premium rate and points out that the administration is 
developing a proposal for charging higher premiums to employers who 
do not adequately fund their plans. The executive director of PBGC com- 
mented that such a premium rate structure will be (1) more equitable, 
charging less to better funded plans, and (2) significam in keeping better 
funded plans in the defined benefit system. 
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Characteristics of Participants in 33 Sampled 
Plans &viewed 

flyuru I 1 Status of Partlclpants When Plans 
Ware Terminated v-m-“-.-- 

Fqurf? I 3 Union Membership of Plan .__- __-__ 
Par IcEants 

__-- __ .--- 
__-_ ___ 

Vested 
Former 
Employees 

Working 
Employees 

Retired 
Employees & 
Beneficiaries 

- Non-Members 

- Members 

_ _/*“’ 

Ftgure I 2, Number of Participants Eligible to 
Receive Guaranteed Benefits 

- Not Eligible 

i 

88% * - Eltglble 

,,/’ 
1. -A 

Table I 1 Industries in Which Participants 
Were Employed 

Manufacturing 

Primary metals 26% 

I Machinery 37% 

Fabricated metals 14% 

Food products 11% 

Other 8% 

Subtotal 96% 

Mining 2% 

Transportation 1% 

Wholes&-retall trades 1% 

I Total 100% 
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Comments From the Pension Benefit 
Guaranty Corporation 

ension Benefit Guaranty Corporation 
p-=-G 2020 K Street, N W, Washington, DC 20006-1806 

FEE I 8 1987 
Oftrce of the Executive Dlrector 

Mr. Richard L. Fogel 
Assistant Comptroller General 
U.S. General Accounting Office 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Fogel: 

Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on GAO's 
draft proposed report on the causes and financing of claims 
against the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation's 
single-employer insurance program. 

The PBGC is pleased that the Congress and the GAO are interested 
in the effects of pension plan underfunding on the ability of 
the PBGC insurance program to continue to provide retirement 
income security. GAO's report makes an important contribution 
to documenting problems causing PBGC's financial difficulties. 
The PBGC is in substantial agreement with GAO's analysis of the 
causes of large claims and the potential effects of the 1986 
amendments of the single-employer program. 

Our specific comments cover four areas: (1) strengthening the 
minimum funding standards; (2) waiver of the minimum funding 
standards: (3) plant shutdown and other subsidized benefits that 
are not pre-funded and (4) premiums. 

Minimum Fundinq Standards 

The draft report suggests the need for strengthening the minimum 
funding standards to enhance PBGC's financial viability. 
Specifically, the draft report states that one possible change 
to the funding standards is "raising the minimum contributions 
requirements to reduce plans' unfunded benefits, especially 
those resulting from benefit increases." We agree that 
strengthened funding standards are essential to the long-run 
viability of the termination insurance program, and we believe 
that accelerated funding is needed for existing unfunded 
liabilities as well as for future benefit increases. 
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Appendix IL 
Cikmunmti Fran8 the Pen&m Bene!lt 
C.hamtty Cmporatian I , 

Although the draft report points out problems that have been 
caused by minimum funding waivers, no possible corrective 
actions are cited in the report as a matter for cansideration by 
the Congress. Funding waivers can defeat the purpose of funding 
standards. The PBGC believes that troubled employers should not 
borrow from their employee's pension funds but should use 
traditional credit sources. The conditions under which funding 
waivers are granted should be tightened considerably. 

Shutdown benefits and certain other contingent benefits, which 
have become a major factor affecting PBGC's finanoial condition, 
are not mentioned in GAO's report. Shutdown-type benefits 
provide a form of supplemental unemployment compensation to 
pension pl.an participants until they become eligible for Social 
Security. Most plans make no provision to fund shutdown-type 
benefits prior to a shutdown event, but such benefits can 
immediately double or triple a participant's benefit. at the 
moment a shutdown occurs. As a result, plan assets that have 
been accumulated to provide pension benefits are consumed by 
benefits that are essentially supplemental unemployment 
compensation. One option would be to explore arrangements that 
could lead to better funding of shutdown benefits. Examples of 
such arrangements could include changing funding standards or 
establishing separate health and welfare trusts for these 
benefits to isolate pension plans from unpredictable losses that 
reflect severance rather than pension benefits. 

Premiums 

The study notes the PBGC needs greater premium revenue. The 
Administration has proposed that the premium be changed from a 
flat rate to a variable rate structure. A variable rate 
structure will be more equitable, charging less to better funded 
plans. This improved equity will be significant in keeping 
better funded plans in the defined benefit system. Employers of 
well-funded plans should not have to and may eventually refuse 
to shoulder an unfair share of insurance costs. 

We hope our comments will be helpful to you in completing your 
report. 
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Comments IFrom the Internal Rievenue Service 

COMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL REVENUE 

Washtngton,DC20224 

Tlr. William Y. Anderson 
Assistant Comptroller General 
General Accounting Office 
Waehington, DC 20549 

Dear Mr. Anderson: 

This is in response to your request that the Intt?rnal 
Revenue Service (IRS) review and comment on the draft GAO 
report Pension Piansl Government Insurance Program Threatened 
By Its Growing Deficit. The report assesses the impact of the 
current funding standards for defined benefit pension plans on 
the deficit of-the Pension Renefit Guaranty Corporation 
(PBGC). It also attempts to measure whether the Single 
Employer Pension Plan Amendments Act of 1986 (SEPPAA) will 
significantly impact on this deficit. 

The report makes recommendations to Congress for changes 
in the funding standards, bankruptcy laws and PF?GC premium 
rates in order to improve the PRGC's "f jnancjal viability." 
The report makes no recommendations to the IRS or Treasury. 

r*he study itself is limited in scope. It does not 
address funding standards from any perspective other than the 
PBGC's finsncial viability. Further, it bases its conclusions 
on 33 plans that terminated with unfunded liabilities. While 
analysis of these plans provides information relating to the 
PBGC's deficit, it does not provide information sufficient to 
make overall judgments or recommendations about changes in the 
funding standards. 

The report notes that many insuffjcjent plans were 
granted funding waivers. Although thjs statement is correct, 
it may not accurately present a complete picture of the 
situation. More information 1s needed to assess the impact of 
funding waivers on the PRGC deficit and overall funding 
policy. For example, one would need to know whether the 
contributions would have been made if waivers were ndt granted 
and how many plan terminations (and resulting increases to the 
PBGC's deficit) were avoided because of the granting of waivers 
in other cases. 
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Pr . Wlliam J. Anderson 

We would suggest that the study's conclusions and 
recommendations emphasize the limited scope of the study. 

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the report. 

With best regards, 

Sincerely, 
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Requests for copies of GAO reports shauld be sent to: 

U.S. General Accounting Office 
Post Office Rex 6015 
Gaithersburg, Maryland 20877 

Telephone 202-275-6241 

The first five copies of each report are free. Additional copies are 
$2.00 each. 

There is a 25% discount on orders for 100 or more copies mailed to a 
single address. 

Orders must be prepaid by cash or by check or money order made out, to 
the Superintendent of Documents, 
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